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Introduction  

Educational provision in the ‘creative’2 technologies has grown substantially over 

recent years. In this article, I argue that consideration of the social and organisation 

aspects of technology, and more specifically the approach offered by social 

informatics, is essential to understanding creative technologies and hence should be a 

central component of curriculum in creative technologies. While there is much about 

contemporary technologies and their use that social informatics research has not 

addressed, an existing body of research provides a basis for developing such an 

understanding. This is not just an argument about whether students should have a 

wider understanding of the social consequences of technology (though it is that): it is 

an argument that students need to understand the social dimensions of the 

technologies they design and work with in order to produce products and services that 

are more likely to succeed: education in social informatics will help our students 

better to act both professionally and ethically. 

The article is structured as follows: firstly, a brief overview of the changing  

landscape of information and communication technologies (ICT) and sociotechnical 

understandings thereof contextualises a brief overview of social informatics; secondly 

                                                           
1 Thanks are particularly due to Duncan Walker, who acted as my sherpa in the world of online games 
while I was writing this article.  
2 The inverted commas are a mark of respect to engineers and technologists in many other industries 
and disciplines whose work can quite justifiably also be termed creative, but where concepts of 
creativity and elegance are rather harder for the lay person to recognise. Hence, they are frequently 
under-recognised. 
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I discuss social informatics aspects of two examples of ‘creative’ technologies: digital 

games and music technology; thirdly I discuss briefly some implications for 

professional and ethical education in these areas. 

Studying the social and the technological 

Social informatics was named as a field of study examining digital technologies in the 

social and organisation contexts during the mid-late 1990s, though sociotechnical 

studies of information and communication technology can be traced back at least until 

the 1950s. In this article, I aim to demonstrate that findings and concepts which have 

been developed in the sociotechnical tradition provide an important starting point for 

understanding the design and use of such contemporary digital technologies as 

computer games and music technology. Further, I argue that knowledge of concepts 

originating in social informatics forms an important, even essential, part of equipping 

our students to act professionally and ethically in these industries and that these need 

to be built in to our curricula in these areas. 

From the vantage point of 2007 we can perhaps identify three periods of computing 

history. Firstly, a mainframe era in which, stereotypically, large organisations had 

similarly ‘large’ computers which crunched vast quantities of data under the care of 

white-coated programmers and operators. Secondly during the desktop/network era, 

which began in the late 1970s, miniaturisation led first to the arrival of computers on 

the office desktop and subsequently connected to each other through local area 

networks. Thirdly, we have a ‘pervasive’ era in which the computer has escaped both 

from the desktop and the workplace to pervade domestic as well as working life. The 

pervasive period is also linked to the spread of the Internet as a ‘universal’ network 

connecting many of these devices (though not all – despite predictions few of our 

digitally-controlled fridges are yet connected to the Internet and sending emails or 

texts to remind us to buy the milk on the way home).  

One problem with this narrative is that it allows for no other influence on these 

developments than the technological. Others have seen it differently. For example, in 

an influential 1996 account of the emerging information society (Castells, 1996) 

argued that a stronger driver than technological change for what he called a ‘network 

society’ was the tendency for organisations to reduce environmental uncertainty by 

outsourcing risk wherever possible; a trend which predates the widespread use of 
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network technologies. This is not the place to revisit in detail the extensive debates 

about how social and technological influences combine to create the world we see 

around us. What I do want to do, though, is suggest that we can see similar phases in 

our attempts to understand how people interact with computers and hence for how we 

approach technology design. Firstly, building on the work of Trist and Emery at the 

Tavistock Institute, there were attempts to humanise the grand systems of the 

mainframe era, as exemplified in the work of such pioneers as Peter Checkland 

(Checkland, 1984) and Enid Mumford (Mumford, 1983). While neither of these 

approaches to systems design were restricted to, or even conceived primarily for use 

in the context of computer-based systems they had significant influence in the 

information systems field. The human dimension of systems was not just about more 

effective systems design, but also about recognising the rights of workers affected by 

a technology to have a voice in shaping its development. Indeed, reflecting these 

values, Mumford named the design methodology she developed Effective Technical 

and Human Implementation of Computer-based Systems (ETHICS); similarly 

participative design originated as an expression of Scandinavian social democracy’s 

concern with issues of the ‘good work’ and enriching the lives of workers. These 

sociotechnical approaches to understanding and designing technological systems were 

developed in the context of the industrial organisations and processes and the 

concerns and priorities of the associated design methods primarily reflect these 

workplace settings. 

In the 1980s, as Castell’s network society became more clearly established, economic 

and work organisation changed. Service sectors continued to grow and companies and 

governments placed greater emphasis on flexibility and outsourcing. Networked 

microcomputers occupied our office desks and new areas of concern about the 

relationship between people and technology came to the fore: for example, computer-

mediated communication, (concerned with the influence of digital technologies on the 

ways in which people communicate), and computer-supported co-operative working 

(concerned with the difficulties of designing systems to support remote collaboration) 

emerged as areas for research and teaching. However, research concerns remained 

focussed on work processes and the workplace as the primary applications and 

locations of computer use. This focus was again reflected in the design methods, such 

as user-centred design and task analysis, that were developed during this period. We 
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are now in a situation where information and communications technologies permeate 

our domestic, leisure, learning and working lives. ICT is no longer just an aspect of 

workplace organisation. Indeed how to respond to the spread of technologies 

originating outside organisational settings, such as those like blogs, wikis and video-

sharing applications which are now frequently assembled under the banner of ‘Web 

2.0’, is a concern for many organisations, not least universities and colleges.  

While there is a great deal that is of lasting value in the workplace-oriented 

approaches to understanding the design and use of ICT that can directly inform our 

approach to ICT in the wider environment, they are not, as they stand, adequate to 

understanding problems of design and use (see, for example, Walker & Dearden, 

2007). Two recent developments in understanding the relationship between people 

and technology are relevant here. Firstly, there has been a growing interest (traceable 

back to the ESRC-funded Programme on Information and Communication 

Technology in the late 1980s) in society outside the workplace. The spread of the 

Internet has provided a particular focus for much empirical research in the domestic 

and social spheres (e.g. Castells, 1997; Wellman & Haythornthwaite, 2002) and in 

civil society contexts (e.g. Schuler & Day, 2004). Through studies like these, detailed 

pictures of technology use outside the workplace are being generated. Secondly, much 

current research about the relationship between people and technology takes as a 

starting point the view that they are so interlinked as to be difficult, perhaps 

impossible, to separate and consider independently. Some even take as a starting point 

the view that, for analytic purposes, the human and the material are equivalent: that 

there is no difference between the computer and the person. While we needn’t go that 

far (though many of the concepts developed in the tradition of actor network theory 

(e.g. Law & Callon, 1992), as it is known, can be remarkably useful), we can 

acknowledge that considering technological change independently of social change 

does not get us very far, and that the influence is two directional.  

These developments have important implications for technology education. Our 

students are increasingly interested the design and use of technology in social and 

leisure (as well as work) settings, as for example in games design and music 

technology, which are increasingly incorporating ‘social software’ or ‘Web 2.0’ 

applications.  

Social informatics: an approach to studying the social and the technical 
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Before progressing with the argument I need to make a brief detour to consider the 

wider relationship between technology and people. I am going to use the term ‘social 

informatics’ as an umbrella term for sociotechnical approaches to understanding the 

design and use of ICT. The term (SI) is closely associated with the work of the late 

Rob Kling. According to Kling, social informatics is the “body of research that 

examines the design, uses, and consequences of information and communication 

technologies in ways that take into account their interaction with institutional and 

cultural contexts” – a definition that was developed in a 1997 workshop on ‘Advances 

in Organizational and Social Informatics (Kling, 2000:217). It is a “field that is 

defined by its topic (and fundamental questions about it) rather than by a family of 

methods, much like the fields of urban studies, or gerontology” (Kling, 2000:218). 

Defined in this way, social informatics can be taken to refer to a domain much 

broader than that of Kling’s own work and that of his immediate circles, and is a field 

of study to which a range of theoretical traditions have contributed.  

The emphasis placed on context in social informatics derives both from a pragmatic 

recognition that studies of technology impact which do not take account of social and 

organisational contexts consistently yield inconsistent results (e.g. Ciborra, 1996; 

Kling, 2000), as well as from an underlying understanding that technological 

developments are not independent of or external to society, but are inextricably linked 

to the way society works. Technologies are both the outcomes of, and contributors to, 

the society we live in. There is little (if anything) that is inevitable about technological 

change and technological change does not itself equate with social progress. Rather, 

technological change is shaped by decisions made at both the macro-level (for 

example, in how we choose to regulate media) and at the micro-level of individuals 

and organisations. There is plenty of room for debate about the balance of the social 

and technical: some, (e.g. McMaster & Wastell, 2005) from an actor network position 

argue that the distinction is a false one in the first place; others, in the social shaping 

of technology tradition have argued that that technology is always socially shaped. 

Kling et al (2003) have argued, more pragmatically, that in certain cases, at least, 

there is a very close relationship between the social and the technological such that 

they cannot meaningfully be considered independently. They refer to these as ‘highly 

intertwined’ technologies, and argue that such cases include particularly those in 

which technologies come to mediate human communications. 
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Most of the interesting (by which I mean interesting both to students looking to 

prepare themselves for the labour market, and interesting to academic researchers) 

areas of contemporary digital technologies, such as digital games, music technology 

and ‘Web 2.0’ are either inherently examples of such highly intertwined technologies, 

or are at least areas in which highly intertwined applications form an important and 

growing area. To develop the argument more concretely, I will illustrate the centrality 

of the relationship between the social and the technical using examples from digital 

games design and music technology. The examples will also illustrate the relevance of 

SI approaches at both the micro-level of improving the design of particular 

applications, and at the more macro-level of regulatory and market influences on the 

context in which technology and design use take place, respectively. 

Social informatics of contemporary digital technologies I – digital games 

Games playing, whether for enjoyment or in more serious competition, is a 

profoundly social activity. The social element of digital games has been clear from at 

least to the 1970s with multiplayer games3 and the use of devices such as ‘high 

scores’ leagues encouraging competition between people even in primarily single-

player games. The most rapidly growing area of digital games is that of massively 

multi-player online role-play games (MMORPGs). While the example of Second Life 

may have achieved the greatest media prominence, not least as many companies (and 

universities) have established a presence in this virtual world, the most economically 

significant of these games is the subscription game ‘World of Warcraft’ (WoW) with 

8.5 million players worldwide and a predicted turnover in the current year of 

US$1billion (New York Times, 2007). WoW is a fantasy game in which players 

control 3D avatars and participate in quests, duels, fights and raids in order to gain 

money, items, experience, skill and power to progress through up to 70 levels. The 

game space is populated by both player-controlled and computer-controlled 

characters. At the core of the game, particularly for more advanced players, is an 

elaborate social structure. Players join either the Alliance or the Horde. Each side has 

4 ‘races’ subdivided into 9 classes.  At higher levels, more experienced players play in 

groups of varying sizes: parties (of 2-5 players) perform small quests and larger 

                                                           
3 The author has fond memories of a popular 4-player digital table-top game in the University of 
Sussex Students’ Union bar in the 1970s. The game was marred primarily by beer spillages which 
seeped into the game controls such that they often didn’t work properly. Perhaps this was an early 
example of insufficient consideration being given to the game’s context of use by the designers. 
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groups of up to eight parties as well as individuals take part in larger scale battles (or 

‘raids’). Players can join ‘guilds’, which serve as longer-term game structures set up 

and run by players, and which have different approaches to playing the game (in some 

cases, even including mission statements). Players use a range of communications 

channels and devices, both within the game and beyond it, to co-ordinate their 

activities and to socialise.  

The importance of the social aspects of the game is attracting researchers who seek to 

understand players’ motivations and behaviours in playing them (e.g. Nardi & Harris, 

2006; Williams et al, 2006; Nardi et al, 2007; Brigham & van Valen, 2007). The 

picture which emerges is of MMORPGs as highly collaborative environments with 

complex norms and behaviours. The success or failure of the game is linked to its 

technical design and implementation, but also to the kinds of social practice that are 

established – they are highly intertwined.  While such studies of  MMORPG players 

raise many new issues, designers can also build on existing bodies of knowledge of 

collaborative systems to inform games design as, for example in computer-mediated 

communication (e.g. Thurlow et al, 2004), online communities (e.g. Preece, 2000; 

Kim, 2000) and computer-supported co-operative working (e.g. Baecker, 1993, 

Grudin, 1994).  

The potential value of learning from existing knowledge about collaborative systems 

approaches are emphasised when we look at a less successful attempt at developing 

an MMPORG4. In an article on the devmaster.net web site for games developers, 

Radu Privantu (Privantu, 2005) reflects candidly on the failure of Eternal Lands, an 

MMPORG in which he was involved as a developer. He identifies five mistakes 

which contributed to the failure: 1) releasing the game before it was ready; 2) 

releasing the game without a solid plan for how the gameplay would work; 3) not 

telling players in the beginning to expect a total wipe; 4) picking wrong people for 

various positions in the game; and 5) listening too much to player complaints. The 

interesting points here are that these are all social rather than technological issues, 

related either to the design and implementation process or the social organisation of 

the game and that they are issues familiar from the study of other collaborative 

systems: that the way a collaborative system is introduced is important in influencing 

                                                           
4 The study of ‘failed’ information systems has proved a valuable opportunity for learning in 
‘traditional’ IS. 
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subsequent patterns of use (Bullen & Bennet, 1996); facilitation/moderation are 

essential requirements in working in virtual teams (Duarte & Snyder, 2001) and 

communities (Preece, 2000); and the use of methods for eliciting and prioritising user 

feedback about interactive systems (e.g. Preece et al, 2002; Dix et al, 2004). This is 

not to argue that these bodies of knowledge can tell designers everything that is 

needed to design enjoyable games: games raise a whole raft of new issues. Playing a 

game is fundamentally different from doing a job of work which, as noted above, 

remains the dominant context of social informatics research. People’s intentions, 

motivations and contexts of use are very different in the two areas. The criteria of 

efficiency and effectiveness, against which user centred design methods frequently 

evaluate technologies, are not necessarily helpful guides to assessing the enjoyment 

derived from playing a game. A chess game in which the computer always resigns 

after two moves may be very efficient and effective in supporting a player’s task 

objective of beating the computer. It is unlikely to remain an enjoyable activity for 

most humans for very long. 

MMPORGs are not the only examples of highly intertwined digital games. The social 

element is being increasingly significant in video games which have hitherto been 

primary been single-player or player vs. player console games, both in the explicit 

design of the game and in the (primarily online) social interaction among players. To 

take one example, the release of the Codemasters claim their Brian Lara International 

Cricket 2007 game is the first cricket game to support online multiplayer play as 

standard (even allowing up to eight spectators per game) (Codemaster 2007a). Online 

fora of players flourish, either under the sponsorship the games’ publishers or created 

independently by players. These attract committed and knowledgeable players who 

discuss and help each other with the minutiae of the games: while preparing this 

article, I came across5 an extensive and detailed 27-post forum discussion by players 

of the Brian Lara game, of the game’s representation of the bounce of a cricket ball 

and the LBW law (a notoriously complicated area of the real game) (Codemaster, 

2007b). For some players at least, the opportunity to discuss these issues is a 

significant aspect of playing, much as the post-match analysis in the pavilion is a 

                                                           
5 Purely in the interest of research. I have been introduced recreationally to the rival EA Games Cricket 
2007, which I have been told by younger aficionados is a more ‘authentic’ game for the real cricket 
enthusiast. 
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significant aspect of the real thing. Wider social aspects of game design can intrude 

directly even into single-player games’ enjoyability. For some games realism is an 

important component the enjoyment of a game: where intellectual property rights 

prevent the use of professional sports personalities’ real names in sports simulation 

games, it can be a source of significant irritation to games players. 

ii) Music technology 

As with games playing, music is primarily a social activity involving, broadly, 

composers, performers and listeners. With the possible exception of a capella singing 

(depending on how one views technology), it is also based on intimate relationships 

between people and technologies: the technologies of both conventional and digital 

musical instruments and the technologies of reproduction and distribution.  These two 

observations immediately suggest that music practices and technologies are amenable 

to analysis in similar ways to those developed in social informatics, a suggestion 

supported by an initial examination of writings on music and technology.  

As with writings about computer technologies more widely, there are commentators 

who attribute change directly to particular technologies. Therberg (2003), for example 

argues that that the advent in the 1980s of the use of the personal computer as a 

‘sequencer6’ directly changed the working practices of pop musicians. Sequencers 

“readily impart a ‘mode of working’ to the user” providing a ‘structural framework’ 

of tracks and ‘patterns’. ‘Here, the computer, synthesizer and sampler are more than 

mere assistants; they are the tools that define the music’. (Therberg 2003:235). 

Similarly, perhaps, John Cage’s view that the design of electroacoustic sound systems 

then is itself a compositional process (through the choice and configuration of 

technologies) and doesn’t require instruction for the performer in what to do with the 

system could be read as an example of the kind of technological determinism 

espoused by Marshall McLuhan whom Cage admired (Pritchitt, 1996). An alternative 

reading of the relationship suggests that the technological is one element of a complex 

set of relationships: it is impossible to understand the history of jazz, for example, 

without consideration of the history of racism in the US; the economics of the great 

depression; the stylistic evolution of genres (such as trad, swing, bebop, ‘cool’ and 

                                                           
6 A sequencer stores instructions for the generation of digital music (rather than the music itself) and 
allows them to be organised and edited. 
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‘new thing’) as well as changing technologies and economies of recording and 

distribution of music. Notwithstanding some jazz musicians’ experimentation with 

electronic and digital music, the basic core of instruments used has remained largely 

unchanged since saxes essentially replaced the clarinet in the 1930s. A similar 

argument could perhaps be made for Western art music: the musical instruments used 

in an orchestra are essentially those used by Mozart 200 years ago. The major changes 

in music over that time have been stylistic, some cases ideological, rather than 

technological. Simply looking at changing (or unchanging) technologies alone does 

not present a consistently convincing account of the relationship between technology 

and music. The relationship is better understood as evolving networks of 

sociotechnical relations in which a wide range of social factors influence the ways in 

which technologies are developed and used.  

Collins (1998) suggests that the evolution of recording technologies from the late 19th 

century to the 1960s can better be understood as evolving networks of organisations 

(radio stations, music press, publishing companies and distributors), technologies (e.g. 

shellac and vinyl records, radios, juke boxes, record players) and roles (e.g. DJs, 

songwriters, ‘consumers’) linked by various practices of production, recording, 

distribution and consumption, than as a simple story of changing technologies. The 

story of the pop group the Arctic Monkeys illustrates elements of the contemporary 

developments of this story. Having originally built their reputation at least in part 

through marketing themselves via social networking web sites like MySpace.com, the 

band had every track from their second album in the Top 200 singles chart. This was 

possible because the way the charts are calculated had been revised to take account of 

music downloads, representing a significant break with the CD and vinyl history of 

recording7.Sociotechnical analyses may provide ways of understanding musical 

production at a more micro-level as well. Zattra (2006) comes very close to producing 

the sort of sociotechnical interaction network (Kling et al, 2003) used in the 

sociotechnical analysis of ICT systems more widely in analysing the changing roles 

and functions associated with producing contemporary electroacoustic music, 

identifying inter alia the emergence of a novel role of ‘musical assistant’ responsible 

                                                           
7 Those more sceptical about the claims often made for ICT may be permitted a smile, though, at the 
news that this had also been made possible by errors at the iTunes service (BBC, 2007a) 
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for linking electronic sound generation instruments as specified by (what Zattra still 

referred to as) the composer with the instrumentalist performer. 

This brief glance at aspects of music history illustrates some of the complexity of the 

relationship between music and the technologies used in its performance. What, 

though, might social informatics have to contribute to contemporary issues of music 

technologies? Here we can perhaps distinguish two related themes. Firstly, there are 

the consequences of the spread of the internet, and digitalisation more widely, on the 

music industry (in practice, more particularly, the popular music industry) in ways 

comparable to other information intensive industries such as journalism, publishing 

and education. Secondly there are debates around how digitisation affects the nature 

of what we recognise as music.  These two themes are discussed briefly below using 

the examples of digital rights management (DRM) and ‘net music’. 

The development of DRM illustrates well the complex interplay of factors which are 

contributing to the evolution of technology use in popular music. During the 1990s 

the recording industry successfully lobbied governments and the World Intellectual 

Property Organisation to protect them against the emerging threat they had identified 

in the spread of the Internet (Garnett, 1997). In the late 1990s, the popularity of the 

music-sharing peer-to-peer network Napster was met with a stream of, ultimately 

successful, industry tactics to limit the unrestricted spread of music. The complex web 

of technical, moral, cultural, economic and legal arguments through which this was 

(at least temporarily) achieved have been documented in both the social informatics 

(Spitz & Hunter, 2005) and popular music (Woodworth, 2004) literatures. With the 

growth of music retailing online, companies such as Apple embedded DRM into 

music downloads in order to limit the circulation of music. While DRM has usually 

been justified on the basis of protecting musicians’ livelihoods many independent 

musicians, at least, were reportedly unhappy at these methods (Guardian, 2007). Since 

companies used different DRM standards, this had the effect of restricting the devices 

on which music could be played. Distributors and manufacturers have been able to 

lock their customers in to particular devices (such as iPod) and music distribution 

outlets (such iTunes).  During 2006, the French government, shortly followed by the 

Norwegian, became the first to outlaw these practices in legislation which Apple 

Computers referred to at the time as ‘state-sponsored piracy’ (Financial Times, 2006). 

However, at the time of writing, Apple and EMI have announced that, for a premium, 
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EMI music will be made available without DRM such that it can be readily 

reproduced and played on a wider range of devices.  

These developments are also entangled with ‘standards wars’ between alternative 

formats for encoding music. While the wider outcomes for DRM are not yet 

stabilised, it is clear that this important area of music technology cannot be 

understood simply in technological terms and that there is a complex ‘ecology of 

games’ (Dutton & Guthrie, 1991) underway in which governments, intergovernmental 

bodies, musicians, technology, publishing and distribution companies are involved8. 

The development of DRM is a part of an ever-closer relationship between music 

production and networked technologies in which battles are being fought to embed 

particular social, legal, economic and cultural arrangements quite explicitly into a 

technology. The subsequent diffusion (or non-diffusion) of particular DRM 

technologies will have important consequences for the future music in a networked 

environment. These are processes which cannot be understood in purely technological 

terms: professionals need to be aware of these political processes in shaping likely 

future opportunities and constraints9.  

While debates about particular DRM technologies have a major influence on the 

‘consumption’ of music they have little direct impact on the nature of the music itself. 

However, as with digital games, we can find many examples of the centrality of 

Kling’s ‘highly intertwined’ applications at more micro levels in opening new 

channels for musicians to communicate with audiences and in the construction of 

novel musical activities. The network and the technologies of music production are 

most profoundly linked in what has been termed ‘net music’; that is, ‘all formal and 

stylistic kinds of music upon which the specifics of electronic networks leave 

considerable traces, whereby the electronic networks strongly influence the process of 

musical production, the musical aesthetic, or the way music is received’ (Föllmer, 

2005:185). Here, the network is neither simply a medium for co-ordinating the 

conventional work of geographically distributed composers and musicians, nor a 

means distributing ‘finished’ music but exploits the features of the Internet to allow, 
                                                           
8 In actor network terms, DRM in digital music has not yet achieved closure 
9 Just as I was finishing this article, the latest twist in this unfolding story was a report by the BBC that 
users had discovered that the DRM-free music downloaded from the iTunes service contained 
information about who had downloaded the music. It is unclear what the purpose of this information is, 
but one possible application would be to identify the originators of music uploaded to file sharing sites 
(BBC 2007b). 
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for example, interactive participation in the music by an ‘audience’ (e.g. Follmer, 

2005; Wright, 2005). Such music opens exciting possibilities for aesthetics. The 

design of such music may also, though, benefit from the extension of the study of 

interpersonal and group communication and collaboration via networks. 

The social in technology education 

In the preceding, I have argued that many of the most interesting and economically 

significant applications of what are frequently referred to as ‘creative’ technologies 

are examples of highly intertwined applications in which the social aspects of 

innovation are inseparable from the purely technological. This has consequences for 

how we approach education. Here, I want to highlight two aspects: one is the specific 

contribution of a social informatics perspective to the professional practice of 

‘creative’ technologists; and a second more general one concerning its contribution to 

encouraging students’ consideration of the wider ethical aspects of that practice. 

Firstly, if, as I have tried to demonstrate, understanding the social informatics of 

‘creative’ technologies is essential to building many applications, then it is evident 

that we need to prepare our students with the appropriate knowledge and skills. This 

is not a claim about the abstract value of students understanding the social context of 

professional practice better. As noted above in the discussions of the failed 

development of the ‘Eternal Lands’ MMORPG and the complex of social, economic, 

and only marginally, technological factors influencing the likely future of DRM and 

its role in the distribution and production of digitised music, there are very concrete 

consequences for professional practice. Real projects fail, and opportunities may be 

missed, through failing to think in more sociotechnical terms. A social informatics 

approach provides a framework for students’ consideration of the social elements of 

design. While there is much research and practice on which to draw from fields such  

as management, information systems and information studies (including, particularly 

multi-disciplinary work in computer-supported co-operative work, human computer 

interaction, and what is now identified by some as ‘internet studies’ which draws on 

these areas) the creative technology field opens up new areas for exploration. Social 

informatics has a lot to learn from, as well as to inform, students of creative 

technologies. 
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The significance of an SI perspective in education is also likely to grow in the future 

as the digital ecology in which people work and play becomes more pervasive and 

complex. Trends such as the spread of ‘Web 2.0’, with its proclaimed ‘architecture of 

participation’ and reliance of user-generated content, and the growing significance of 

open source production methods In assessing open source software applications, 

(where it can be at least as important to ascertain the viability of the producer 

community associated with an application as to assess more traditional software 

evaluation criteria of functionality and reliability) are both examples of highly 

intertwined sociotechnical ecologies. Understanding the social, as well as the 

technical, arrangements associated with them will be important for any information-

intensive professions, including the ‘creative’ technology industries.  

Secondly, social informatics’ interest in tracing the network links which comprise 

technologies opens the door to a more thorough treatment of ethical issues raised in 

creative technologies. The tendency within social informatics to question, rather than 

automatically to accept, the perspectives of those promoting particular ICTs allows it 

to be characterised as a kind of ‘informed critical thinking’ (Kling et al, 2005).  

Helping students to consider the choices and conflicts inherent in the commissioning, 

design or implementation of particular ICTs allows not just for better informed 

professional practice, but also a deeper consideration of ethical issues relating to 

technology. In the technologies considered in this piece, issues of product placement 

and advertising in computer games, the representation of sexuality and gender (e.g. 

Hartmann & Klimt, 2006) or the risks of designing games which encourage violent 

behaviour (Lemmens & Bushman, 2006) all raise significant ethical issues. We need 

to assist our students to develop the intellectual tools to reflect on these wider social 

and ethical issues. 

Conclusion 

In this paper I have aimed to establish that social informatics has a central role to play 

in the education of students in ‘creative’ technologies. Its origins in the study of 

workplace use of ICT have been extended through the study of the Internet, and need 

to be extended further as new issues are raised in the design of digital games and 

music technologies – these areas also constitute new areas of research in the social 

informatics ‘tradition’.  
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Finally, in case anyone was intrigued enough to read the whole article in the hope of 

finding out, I ought to explain the ‘Steve Walker and Crew Society’ in the title. It’s 

the name of an online group that students from my first year academic coach group 

established last year (totally unprompted by me, I emphasise) on the facebook.com 

social networking site. It is an example of students importing their extramural uses of 

technology into their university life, and an indication of the sort of issue that will be 

raised for the integration of ICT in higher education more widely: why, if that’s where 

my students are anyway, do I not use this (rather than email, a virtual learning 

environment or a student portal) to communicate with them? Space does not permit 

discussion here, but I suspect discussions of how to fit our e-learning offerings in to 

increasingly complex digital environments inhabited by our students (and academics) 

will become increasingly prominent over the next couple of years. 
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